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Appointment

Smetkov, Nikolay Grigor’evich, was appointed deputy chairman of V/O "Soyuznefteimport" on 28 September 1953.

Changes in Personnel Authorized to Sign Foreign-Trade Documents

Authority Granted

Shishkin, Konstantin Konstantinovich, was authorized to affix second signature to foreign trade transactions for V/O "Soyuzkhimexport" in Moscow.

The following were authorized to sign foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Promsmirt'yeimport":

Argentine Republic

Tikhomirov, Konstantin Dmitriyevich -- first signature.

Shchegolev, Lev Pavlovich -- second signature.

Great Britain

Gazov, Igor’Sergeyevich -- second signature.

Sobolev, Vladimir Alekseyevich, was authorized to affix second signature to foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Eksporlin" in Moscow.

The following were authorized to affix second signature to foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Stankoinport" in Moscow:

Bayandurov, Suren Zakharovich

Lychkov, Nikolay Vasiliyevich

Permynkov, Venedikt Vladimirovich

Zubatov, Nikolay Alekseyevich

Anshukhbabov, Artem Sergeyevich

Volodin, Petr Andreyevich

Lobov, Gavrill Ivanovich

Kazakov, Mikhail Ivanovich

Zhukov, Steniy Alekseyevich
Kozlov, Sergey Grigor'evich, deputy chief bookkeeper, was authorized to affix second signature to payment vouchers on foreign-trade operations of V/O "Stankoinport" in Moscow.

The following were authorized to sign foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Tekhnoexport":

**GDR**

Ponomarenko, Nikolay Andreyevich -- first signature

**Finland**

Savchenko, Aleksey Yevtkhiyevich -- second signature

The following were authorized to sign foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Machinoeksport":

**Thailand**

Bugachev, Ivan Nikolaevich -- first signature

Andreyev, Viktor Georgiyevich -- second signature

**Finland**

Bespalenko, Ivan Rodikovich -- first signature

Kulikov, Anatoly Alekseyevich -- second signature

Authority Canceled

The authority of Gusev, Andrey Ivanovich, to affix second signature to foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Boyukhimimexport" in Moscow has been canceled.

The authority of the following to affix second signature to foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Machinoeksport" in Moscow has been canceled:

Titov, Petr Ivanovich

Shchirovskiy, Aleksey Alekseyevich

Kuznetsov, Il'ya Stepanovich

The authority of Olen'nik, Yevgenii Alekseyevich to affix second signature to foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Franzy'zigsport" in Great Britain has been canceled.

The authority of Golubkov, Aleksandr Alekseyevich, to affix second signature to foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Stankoinport" in Moscow has been canceled.

The authority of the following to sign foreign-trade transactions for V/O "Tekhnoexport" has been canceled:

**Finland**

Sakin, Pavel Konstantinovich -- second signature
Bulgaria
Zelenskiy, Alexandr Naumovich -- first signature
Belov, Fedor Paddeyevich -- second signature
Ivanovskiy, Mikhail Alekseyevich -- second signature

Hungary
Malygin, Ivan Yefimovich -- first signature
Tikhonov, Stefan Sergeyevich -- second signature

GDR
Shaishurin, Kirill Vasiliyevich -- first signature
Aliyev, Emver Ismailovich -- first signature

Poland
Afremov, Pavel Nikolayevich -- first signature
Ponomarev, Il'yas Tikhonovich -- second signature

Rumania
Markov, Nikolay Ivanovich -- first signature
Kruglov, Ivan Petrovich -- second signature

Sweden
Vel'yaninov, Georgy Mikhailovich -- first signature
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